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Antibodies that bind protein antigens are indispensable in bio-
chemical research and modern medicine. However, knowledge of
RNA-binding antibodies and their application in the ever-growing
RNA field is lacking. Here we have developed a robust approach
using a synthetic phage-display library to select specific antigen-
binding fragments (Fabs) targeting a large functional RNA. We
have solved the crystal structure of the first Fab–RNA complex at
1.95 Å. Capability in phasing and crystal contact formation sug-
gests that the Fab provides a potentially valuable crystal chaper-
one for RNA. The crystal structure reveals that the Fab achieves
specific RNA binding on a shallow surface with complementarity-
determining region (CDR) sequence diversity, length variability,
and main-chain conformational plasticity. The Fab–RNA interface
also differs significantly from Fab–protein interfaces in amino acid
composition and light-chain participation. These findings yield
valuable insights for engineering of Fabs as RNA-binding modules
and facilitate further development of Fabs as possible therapeutic
drugs and biochemical tools to explore RNA biology.

antigen-binding fragments ! x-ray crystallography

Antibodies are integral components of the immune system and
represent a rapidly growing sector of the biotechnology indus-

try (1, 2). Clinically, antibodies serve as diagnostic markers for
disease antigens and play increasingly important roles as therapeu-
tic agents for a wide range of diseases (3). Antibodies also provide
invaluable biomedical research tools, serving to define the compo-
nents and functions of macromolecular complexes, to establish
cellular distributions of proteins, and to facilitate structural analysis
as chaperones for crystallization of membrane proteins (4–6).
Hybridoma and other technologies have yielded antibodies against
a vast array of specific antigens (2). An enormous body of literature
documents the molecular details of antibody interactions with a
variety of antigens, including proteins (7), polysaccharides (8), and
small haptens (9). However, much less information (and, in par-
ticular, no structural information) exists for antibody–RNA
interactions.

The relative absence of antibodies that bind RNA from the
immunologic repository is striking, especially considering that
recent genome-wide analyses of the metazoan transcriptome have
revealed the presence of vast numbers of noncoding RNAs, includ-
ing silencing RNAs, riboswitches, catalytic RNAs, and a multitude
of other functional RNA moleucles (10, 11). A large number of
these RNAs adopt complex three-dimensional architectures that
frequently act in complex with proteins to mediate their biological
function (12, 13). Nevertheless, with the exception of a handful of
examples, mostly isolated from the sera of autoimmune patients
(14–17), we know little about anti-RNA antibodies and their
recognition of nucleic acids. This dearth of information reflects our
inability to elicit antibodies against RNA by using traditional
approaches. RNA appears to lack immunogenic potency (18), and
its susceptibility to nuclease degradation prohibits direct immuni-
zation of animals, which precludes the use of hybridoma technology
for large structured RNAs. A robust platform for obtaining anti-
bodies against RNA would enable the investigation of RNA biology

by using approaches analogous to those that have proven to be
extremely effective for the study and therapeutic manipulation of
protein–protein interactions.

Using a phage platform for the display of libraries of synthetic
antigen-binding fragments (Fabs), we have established a general
approach to obtain Fabs that bind to RNA. As an RNA antigen for
proof-of-concept experiments, we chose the !C209 P4-P6 domain
derived from the Tetrahymena group I intron, which folds into a well
defined three-dimensional structure (19, 20). We demonstrate that
Fabs targeting the !C209 P4-P6 domain bind with high affinity and
specifically recognize the RNA tertiary structure. Crystallization of
the Fab2-!C209 P4-P6 complex yielded a structure at 1.95-Å
resolution, revealing the molecular interactions within an RNA–
antibody interface and demonstrating the feasibility of antigen-
binding fragments as chaperones for RNA crystallization.

Results
Selection of !C209 P4-P6-Binding Fabs. The design of our synthetic
naı̈ve library for RNA-binding Fab selection employs a ‘‘reduced
genetic code’’ approach (21, 22), in which the solvent-accessible
regions of light-chain CDR-L3 and heavy-chain CDR-H1 and H2
are randomized with a binary degenerate codon that encodes equal
proportions of Tyr and Ser. For heavy-chain CDR-H3, the CDR
that usually contributes most to specific antigen binding (23), we
replaced the seven residues with diversified loops of variable lengths
(6–17 residues) in which each position was a mixture of 20% Tyr,
15% Ser, 15% Gly, and 50% Z (referred to herein as the YSG
library). Z represents an equimolar mixture of all natural amino
acids except for Cys, Tyr, Ser, and Gly. We chose this library type
as the starting design for RNA targets because it has yielded
high-affinity Fabs for a wide variety of protein targets (21, 22, 24).

Initially, we carried out the selection according to the procedure
described by Laird-Offringa and Belasco (25) for the U1A RNA
binding protein. However, we observed severe enrichment of
streptavidin-binding phages after three rounds of selection, pre-
sumably reflecting the large exposed streptavidin surface used in
target immobilization (Fig. 1A). We devised two strategies to
circumvent this background binding problem. First, Fab phage
libraries were preincubated with streptavidin beads to remove
streptavidin binders. Second, after incubation of these prescreened
phages with the immobilized RNA target, we used biotinylated
RNase A to elute the RNA-binding phages selectively from the
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beads. Biotinylated RNase A allows for convenient removal with
streptavidin beads. Moreover, to increase the specificity of the
selected Fabs after the first round of selection, we added 20
equivalents of an Escherichia coli tRNA mixture as competitors
during target phage binding.

Using the strategies described above, we picked seven unique
!C209 P4-P6-binding Fabs after three rounds of selection (Fig. 2).
The overall complementarity-determining region (CDR) se-
quences of the seven clones show no obvious consensus. In the
positions of CDR-L3, H1, and H2, which were diversified with a
binomial combination of Tyr and Ser, we observed a preference for
Ser (76% actual compared with 50% designed occupancy) over Tyr.

Possibly, the importance of Tyr observed in the context of protein
targets (22, 24, 26, 27) is diminished in selections against RNA
targets. In CDR-H3, positively charged residues are slightly en-
riched. However, for each of the seven unique !C209 P4-P6-
binding Fabs, there are no more than two positively charged
residues present in CDR-H3, suggesting that these sequences do not
simply act like the polyarginine/lysine peptides that often bind
nucleic acids nonspecifically.

Affinity and Specificity of the !C209 P4-P6-Binding Fabs. The selected
Fabs were expressed as soluble proteins and purified (28). Two
Fabs, Fab2 and Fab5, bind !C209 P4-P6 (without the 3" tail
sequence used for immobilization, Fig. 1A) with a Kd of 51 and 28
nM, respectively, as determined by nitrocellulose filter binding (10
mM MgCl2 and 150 mM NaCl; Fig. 2). Binding constants obtained
by using independent methods [competitive phage ELISA (28),
surface plasmon resonance, and hydroxyl radical footprinting] were
within 2-fold of each other [supporting information (SI) Table 1].
Gel filtration experiments on complexes formed by Fab2 and
!C209 P4-P6 in various ratios established that Fab2 and !C209
P4-P6 form a 1:1 complex (SI Fig. 7).

We then characterized the binding specificity of Fab2 and Fab5
by using three different RNAs (Fig. 3 A and B). The Fabs exhibited
no detectable affinity for an unrelated RNA oligonucleotide de-
rived from the sarcin/ricin loop of ribosomal RNA (29). Disruption
of the P4-P6 fold by mutation of J5/5a (BP P4-P6), so as to form a
duplex contiguous with P5 and P5a (30), reduced binding of Fab2
and Fab5 by at least an order of magnitude. The tertiary folding of
!C209 P4-P6 requires magnesium, and Fab binding strongly de-
pended on magnesium concentration. As the magnesium concen-
tration decreased, binding of Fab2 and Fab5 to !C209 P4-P6 was
attenuated and became undetectable in the absence of magnesium
(Fig. 3 C and D). Taken together, these results show that Fabs
recognize specifically the tertiary structure of !C209 P4-P6.

Strikingly, the Fabs exhibited no detectable affinity (even at
concentrations as high as 2 !M) for the Tetrahymena group I intron
(L-21), which contains the P4-P6 sequence. The marked discrimi-
nation against the intron does not arise from the presence of C209
because Fab2 binds wild-type P4-P6 and !C209 P4-P6 with similar
affinities (SI Table 2). At lower salt concentration (50 mM NaCl
and 10 mM MgCl2), hydroxyl radical footprinting shows that Fab2
retained some binding to BP P4-P6 but still did not bind the L-21
intron (SI Table 2). The inability of Fab2 to bind L-21 may reflect
steric interference from peripheral element loop L2 according to
Michel and Westhof’s (31) model.

Crystal Structure of the Fab2-!C209 P4-P6 Complex. We successfully
crystallized the complex of Fab2 with !C209 P4-P6 (Fig. 1B), and
the crystal structure was determined by molecular replacement
(MR) at 1.95 Å (SI Table 3), an improvement over the previous
!C209 P4-P6 structure at 2.25 Å (20). Although the final structure
of the complex was solved by MR using both Fab and RNA models,
we found that the Fab MR solution was sufficient to build the RNA
model from the resulting electron density maps, demonstrating

Fig. 1. The RNA antigen: !C209 P4-P6 independently folding domain de-
rived from Tetrahymena group I intron. (A) !C209 P4-P6 primary and second-
ary structure schematic. Residue numbering (102–261) corresponds to the
Tetrahymena group I intron. Nucleotides in color within the secondary struc-
ture represent residues protected from hydroxyl radicals. Brown corresponds
to protections arising from the !C209 P4-P6 tertiary structure; blue corre-
sponds to additional protections induced by Fab2 binding. Blue boxes indicate
the P5a and P5c arms involved in binding to Fab2. Loop L6b (residues 239–247;
gray box) adopts a partially disordered conformation in the Fab2-!C209 P4-P6
crystals. Filled and open dots indicate canonical Watson–Crick and noncanoni-
cal pairs, respectively, as derived from the crystal structure of the Fab2-!C209
P4-P6 complex. Brown lines indicate long-range tertiary interactions. The pink
box highlights the 5" and 3" terminal nucleotides, which adopt a conformation
that is different from the previous !C209 P4-P6 structure [Protein Data Bank
(PDB) ID code 1HR2] (20). The X moiety (see boxed area at the bottom) at the
3" terminus represents the added RNA sequence (red), which, when hybridized
to complimentary 19-nt 5" biotinylated DNA oligonucleotide (green), allows
immobilization on streptavidin-coated magnetic beads. (B) Ribbon represen-
tation of the crystal structure of Fab2-!C209 P4-P6 complex. Green and yellow
ribbons indicate Fab2 heavy and light chains, respectively. The blue ribbon
indicates the RNA backbone. Protein and RNA termini and RNA domains are
labeled. Orange sticks show residues protected from hydroxyl radical foot-
printing upon Fab2 binding.
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Fig. 2. The dissociation constants (Kd) and CDR sequences of antigen-binding fragments selected against immobilized !C209 P4-P6. Numbering is according
to the Kabat definition (37). Color scheme is as follows: gray, residues not randomized; yellow, Tyr; red, Ser; green, Gly; blue, positively charged residues Arg
and Lys. Kd was determined by nitrocellulose filter binding. CDR-L3 of Fab6 has the same sequence as the parental Fab template, which is a result of the stop
template not being used for CDR-L3 during construction of the library (47).
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good phasing capacity of the Fab chaperone (SI Fig. 8). Comparing
the Fab2 scaffold (excluding the six CDRs) and the corresponding
part of the parent (32) Fab-4D5 gave a C" rmsd value of 0.7 Å,
indicating that the Fab scaffold remains essentially unchanged.
Likewise, the RNA portion deviates from the previously deter-
mined free !C209 P4-P6 with a rmsd of 1.4 Å for C1" atoms (SI Fig.
9), excluding the inherently flexible L6b, the internal loop J6/6a
[which interacts with helix P3 in the full-length Tetrahymena group
I intron (33)] and the end sequences of the RNA, which participate
in very different crystal packing interactions compared with the
original !C209 P4-P6 structure (20). This rmsd value is comparable
with 1.2 Å for the two molecules in the asymmetric unit of the
!C209 P4-P6 structure (20). Therefore, we conclude that the
binding of Fab2 does not significantly alter the !C209 P4-P6
structure.

As an independent test, we probed the tertiary architecture of
!C209 P4-P6 complexed with Fab2 in solution by hydroxyl radical
footprinting and compared the results to published protection
patterns of !C209 P4-P6 alone (30, 34). In the presence of Fab2,
!C209 P4-P6 retains its native protections, suggesting that this
RNA maintains its overall structure in the presence of Fab2 in
solution and in the crystal. We observe four additional regions of
protection in the presence of Fab2: nucleotides 194–196, 174–175,
165–166, and 127–130 (Fig. 1B and SI Fig. 10). These Fab-induced
protection sites match the Fab epitope of !C209 P4-P6 as revealed
by the crystal structure (Fig. 1B).

Binding Interface Between !C209 P4-P6 and Fab2. Fab2 binds to
!C209 P4-P6 with an exceptionally large buried surface area (Fig.
4A), 1,316 Å2 (on the Fab side alone), which is almost twice as large
as that of most Fab–protein antigen interfaces (777 # 135 Å2) (35).
Consistent with the extensive surface burial, residues from all six
CDRs and some scaffold residues form the interface (Fig. 4 and SI

Fig. 11). Superposition of the variable domains reveals significant
differences in the main chain conformations of CDR-H3, L2 and
H2 compared with the parent (32) Fab-4D5, illustrating the con-
formational plasticity of the hypervariable regions (Fig. 4B). Within
the Fab–RNA interface, CDR-H3 and L2 make direct contact with
both P5a and P5c stems and contribute most to the buried surface
area: 34% and 29%, respectively (Fig. 4C). This observation
suggests that CDR-H3 and L2 likely play significant roles in the
recognition of !C209 P4-P6, even though L2 was not diversified in
the library.

CDR-H3 resides in the center of the P5a/P5c helical interface at
the three-helix junction (Fig. 5A). Residues Gly-98, Ser-100, and
Thr100a interact with the wide and shallow minor groove of P5c via
direct H bonds, and Tyr-102 contacts P5a by H bonding to U131 in
the minor groove. Several CDR-H3 residues form a pocket (Fig.
5B) that encloses U130, the bulged uridine in P5a, and they use a
variety of molecular strategies to interact with U130. Arg-94,
Ala-96, Asp-101, and Gly100c form direct H bonds to the uracil
base and sugar ring, whereas the side chains of Ala-96 and Met-99
embrace the nucleotide with nonpolar contacts. Tyr100b stacks
perpendicularly with the base, and Arg-94 forms an N-O bridge-
type of ion pair with the adjacent phosphate (36). Interestingly,
although Arg-95 was selected from the library, it makes no inter-
action with the RNA in the structure; instead, its side chain points
away from the RNA and makes hydrogen bonding interactions with
the backbone carbonyl groups of Tyr100b and Met-99, possibly
stabilizing the CDR-H3 loop conformation.

CDR-L2 loop residues (defined as residues 50–56) (37) and the
flanking framework residues interact extensively with RNA, mainly
in the P5a minor groove. Residues Ser-56, Gly-57, and Ser-60 form
direct H bonds to the 3" strand of P5a, across from U130 near the
hinge region (Fig. 5A). A possible long-range ion pair between
Arg-61 and the phosphate moiety of C197 may stabilize this
interaction. Direct H bonding between Ser-50 and the U167
phosphate links CDR-L2 to P5c, making L2 another CDR that
binds both helical stems. Tyr-49 and Tyr-55 stack perpendicularly
with U130 from the nonpolar side to seal the U130-binding pocket
generated by CDR-H3 (Fig. 5B). Three water molecules organized
by the four tyrosine residues surrounding U130 interact with the
sugar–phosphate moiety, which may further strengthen the RNA-
Fab interaction at the nonpolar interface of the U130 binding
pocket (Fig. 5C).
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Fig. 3. Fab2 and Fab5 bind specifically to the !C209 P4-P6 tertiary architec-
ture. (A and B) Graphic representation of fraction RNA bound vs. Fab2 (A) or
Fab5 (B) concentration. Fraction bound reflects the 5" 32P-labeled RNA re-
tained on a nitrocellulose filter (SI Methods). Binding reactions (23°C) con-
tained 10 mM MgCl2, 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.3), and
$0.3 nM RNA. BP, a P4-P6 mutant designed to form Watson–Crick base pairs
in the J4/5 hinge region, rendering P4 and P5 contiguous; SRL, an RNA
oligonucleotide containing the sequence of the sarcin/ricin loop derived from
the large ribosomal subunit RNA; L-21, a derivative of the Tetrahymena group
I intron that lacks the first 21 nucleotides. Fab2- and Fab5-binding curves with
BP, SRL, and L-21. (C and D) Binding of !C209 P4-P6 to Fab2 (C) and to Fab5 (D)
depends on Mg2% concentration. Binding curves were fit to the following
equation: fraction bound & fmax ' [Fab]n/([Fab]n % Kd

n), where fmax is the
maximum bound fraction at saturating Fab, Kd is the binding affinity, and n is
the Hill coefficient, which is generally close to 1.

Fig. 4. CDR contribution in Fab2-!C209 P4-P6 binding. (A) Molecular surface
of the variable domain of Fab2 in the Fab2-!C209 P4-P6 structure. Color
indicates CDR loop regions in the binding interface as defined by the color
scheme legend. Ribbons represent the RNA backbone, with P5a and P5c
colored blue and the rest colored light cyan. The green sticks protruding from
the RNA ribbon represent the bulged U130. (B) Superposition of the variable
domains of Fab2 (light chain, yellow; heavy chain, green) and humanized
Fab-4D5 (1FVD, white). Note the large differences in CDR-H3, L2, and H2. (C)
Pie chart showing relative contribution of each CDR to the total buried Fab2
surface area (1,316 Å2).
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The remaining four CDRs (H1, H2, L1, and L3) reside in the
peripheral region of the Fab-RNA interface and contribute signif-
icantly less to surface burial (Figs. 4 and 5A). CDR-H1 binds to the
minor groove of P5a on the same strand as U130, and H2 binds to
the base of the three-helix junction. CDR-L3 and L1 bind to L5c
and contribute the least to the buried surface area (Fig. 4C). Within
the interface, more than a dozen water molecules mediate inter-
actions between Fab2 and !C209 P4-P6, including two sets of
hydrogen-bonding networks. Each utilizes five well defined water
molecules in addition to several Fab residues, bridging either
between P5a and the three-helix junction (Fig. 5D) or between P5a
and P5c (Fig. 5E). Similar to the binding of CDR-H3 and CDR-L2,
these interactions link RNA domains that are remote from one
another in the secondary structure.

Changes in Magnesium Ion Coordination. Within the previous !C209
P4-P6 crystal structure, six magnesium ions make innersphere
coordination to the RNA (designated m1/2, m3/4, m5/6, m7/8,
m9/10, and m11/12) (20). In the crystal structure of the Fab–RNA
complex, we observe only three of these magnesium ions; two form
the binuclear metal center in the A rich bulge (m1/2 and m3/4), and
the third mediates interactions between the A rich bulge and P5c
(m11/12). We do not observe the magnesium ions in P5c (m7/8 and
m9/10) or at the base of the three-helix junction (m5/6) (20). The
observed metal ions in the complex are buried in the !C209 P4-P6
core, whereas the ions apparently missing from the complex are
partially solvent exposed and sit closer to the Fab epitope in the
!C209 P4-P6 structure. It is possible that Fab2 supplants the role
of the missing metal ions.

In addition to the three innersphere coordinated magnesium ions
identified in the !C209 P4-P6 core, we observe a new innersphere
coordinated magnesium ion near the 3" terminus of the RNA (Fig.
6B). The presence of this magnesium ion accompanies restoration
of the phylogenetically conserved G215-U258 wobble pair and
C216-G257 Watson–Crick pair in the P6 helix. In the wild-type (19)
and !C209 P4-P6 (20) structures, crystal contacts between L5c and
J6/6a apparently preclude formation of these base pairs. In this
region of the RNA, the Fab2-!C209 P4-P6 structure superposes

with the Tetrahymena group I intron structure (33) better than does
the original !C209 P4-P6 structure (20) (Fig. 6C).

Statistical Comparison of Fab2-!C209 P4-P6 Binding Interface with
Other Protein–RNA Interfaces. The crystal structure of the Fab2-
!C209 P4-P6 complex provides the first opportunity to study an
antibody–RNA interface in detail. Fab residues that participate in
direct or water-mediated hydrogen bonds with RNA occur in the
following relative frequency: Ser ( Tyr ( Gly ( Arg ( Ala $
Thr $ Asn. The preference for Ser, Tyr, and Gly presumably
reflects the enrichment prescribed by the library design. Beyond
that, the relative frequency of amino acids does not differ signifi-
cantly from the statistical amino acid composition found within
other protein–RNA interfaces (38–40) (SI Methods). For the
Fab2-!C209 P4-P6 complex, interactions with nucleobase edges
and ribose atoms comprise 40% and 32% of the direct contacts,
respectively, which is similar to the analysis by Lejeune et al. (40) of
49 RNA-binding proteins (35% and 43%). Main-chain atoms
contribute 37% of the interactions on the protein side of the
interface, which is similar to the analysis of Treger and Westhof
(32%) (38). These comparisons suggest that, at the atomic level, the
Fab–RNA interface resembles other protein–RNA binding
interfaces.

Crystal Packing. The Fab2-!C209 P4-P6 complex crystallizes in
space group C2, and the adjacent molecules form homodimers
across the 2-fold crystallographic axis, through both Fab–Fab and
RNA–RNA interactions. The Fab–Fab interaction extends the
antiparallel #-sheet of the heavy-chain constant domain (SI Fig.
12A). In the RNA–RNA interaction, the 5" end of one molecule
forms four intermolecular Watson–Crick base pairs with two
nucleotides each from both the 5" and 3" ends of the adjacent RNA
(SI Fig. 12B). Packing of this RNA homodimeric complex in the
crystal lattice involves mainly Fab–RNA crystal contacts (SI Fig.
12C). Crystal contacts bury a total surface area of 3,641 Å2, 61%
of which involves Fab2. Including the Fab paratope buried within
the complex, Fab2 provides a total buried surface area of 3,538 Å2,
which is significantly larger than the 1,942 Å2 for U1A-RBD in the

Fig. 5. Fab2-!C209 P4-P6-bind-
ing interactions. (A) CDR-H3 (ma-
genta) and L2 (red) dominate the
Fab–RNA interface, whereas other
CDRs occupy the peripheral re-
gion. Color scheme is the same as
in Fig. 4A. (B) CDR-H3 and L2 form
a binding pocket for the bulged
uridine. On one side, heavy chain
residues Arg-94, Ala-96, Asp-101,
and Gly100c form direct hydrogen
bonds (shown as red dashed lines)
to the base, sugar, and adjacent
phosphate of U130. On the other
side, heavy-chain residues Met-99
and Tyr100b and light-chain resi-
dues Tyr-49 and Tyr-55 make non-
polar contacts. The side chain of
Met-103 has dual occupancy on
two conformations. Green, yellow,
and white represent carbon atoms
from residues in the heavy chain,
light chain, and RNA, respectively.
(C) Water-mediated hydrogen-
bonding network involving four
tyrosine residues on the nonpolar
side of the U13-binding pocket.
Red spheres represent water mol-
ecules, with corresponding elec-
tron density maps (green) contoured at 1.2 $. (D and E) Water-mediated H bonding networks form a bridge between P5a and the three-helix junction (D)
and between P5a and P5c (E).
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HDV-U1A crystal structure (41, 42). Thus, as a crystallization
chaperone, Fab2 plays an important role in crystal packing via
interactions with both protein and RNA.

Discussion
Selection of Anti-RNA Fabs by Phage Display. This work demonstrates
the first successful selection of anti-RNA antibody fragments from
a synthetic naı̈ve library. Braun et al. (43) obtained antipolyinosine
antibodies through immunization of mice. Beyond that, the only
known examples of anti-RNA antibodies occur pathologically in
autoimmune diseases such as systemic lupus erythematosus (14, 44)
and rheumatoid arthritis (15). The successful isolation of synthetic
Fabs that bind tightly to !C209 P4-P6 and to a diverse panel of other
structured RNAs (J.-D.Y., Y. Koldobskaya, J. Min, and J.A.P.,
unpublished work) suggests that the paucity of available anti-RNA
antibodies probably reflects nucleolytic instability of RNA during
in vivo immunization, rather than some fundamental limitation in
the ability of natural antibody repertoires to bind RNA. In vitro
selection using phage display allows for fine adjustment of solution
conditions so that the structural integrity of an RNA antigen can be
maintained. Moreover, our selected Fabs recognize antigens in a
specific manner, probably owing to the inclusion of negative
selection with tRNA, which removes Fabs that interact nonspecifi-
cally with RNA.

The Fab as an RNA-Binding Protein Scaffold. Despite statistical
similarities at the atomic level (see above), Fab2 recognizes RNA
in a manner that differs topologically from that of other RNA-
binding proteins. RNA-binding proteins often consist of several
modular domains that generally have topologically rugged surfaces
and engulf regions of the RNA or penetrate into the grooves. In
Fab2, the CDR loops form a relatively smooth, shallow surface that
recognizes numerous structural features of !C209 P4-P6. The
CDR-H3 and L2 loops span the binding interface to interact with
the wide and flat minor grooves of two adjacent helices (P5a and
P5c) at the three-helix junction. Together, these loops also form a
binding pocket for the bulged uridine residue (U130) that protrudes
from P5a. The remaining CDR loops give the shallow Fab surface
a slightly convex curvature, contributing 37% to the buried surface
area by recognizing both the ribose–phosphate backbone moiety
and the unpaired nucleobases in the single-stranded regions. Pos-
sibly, these interactions enhance the binding specificity through
both shape complementarity and specific nucleobase recognition.

With the exception of unstructured peptides or arginine-rich
motifs, a given type of RNA-binding module usually binds to a

distinct class of RNA structures. Considering the possible diversity
in sequence composition, length, and main-chain conformation of
the CDRs, Fabs may provide a highly versatile scaffold for binding
to a wide range of RNAs. As a preliminary demonstration, we have
obtained (100 Fabs in selections against 10 structurally diverse
RNA targets (J.-D.Y., Y. Koldobskaya, J. Min, and J.A.P., unpub-
lished work).

Fab2-!C209 P4-P6-Binding Interface Suggests Strategies to Improve
the Library Design. The Fab library used in this work successfully
produced highly specific and tightly binding Fabs against !C209
P4-P6. However, the design of this library is based on bioinformatic
analysis of antibodies binding to protein antigens (24). The CDR
sequences of our !C209 P4-P6-binding Fabs and the Fab2–RNA
interface suggest several strategies to improve the library design for
RNA targets (1). With respect to CDR-H3, all of our selected
clones showed an enrichment for positively charged amino acids,
suggesting that increasing Arg content in CDR-H3 may yield a
library better suited for selection targeting RNAs (2). The YSG
library used herein contains no diversity in CDR-L1 and L2; yet
Fab2 uses light-chain CDRs for !C209 P4-P6 recognition, espe-
cially CDR-L2, which seldom participates in protein antigen rec-
ognition. Thus, expanding synthetic diversity to include the L1 and
L2 CDR loops might improve the RNA-binding repertoire further
(3). With respect to the binary YS code used for CDR-L3, H1 and
H2, we find that Ser and Tyr residues contribute 29% and 28%,
respectively, to the buried surface area (SI Fig. 13). Twelve different
amino acids contribute to the remaining 43%, with Gly and Arg
residues contributing most among them. In contrast, Fabs selected
against protein antigens from YS-enriched libraries (22, 26, 27)
reveal a dominant role for tyrosine residues at the antigen interface,
especially in the case of an anti-hVEGF Fab-D1 selected from the
same library as used in our selections (24). In the Fab-D1 paratope,
Tyr residues contribute 69% of the buried surface area, Ser residues
contribute only an additional 18%, and four other residue types
contribute the remaining 13%. These striking differences between
the protein and RNA-binding paratopes suggest that the YS binary
code may not be optimal for RNA antigens, and the inclusion of
additional diversity may produce a more robust response against
RNA antigens.

Fab Chaperones for the Crystallization of Structured RNA. In this study
we have established that an anti-RNA Fab can act as a chaperone
to assist crystallization of a large folded RNA, enabling structure
determination of the Fab2-!C209 P4-P6 complex at 1.95-Å reso-

Fig. 6. Differences in innersphere magne-
sium ion coordination and a local confor-
mation compared with the previous !C209
P4-P6 structure. (A) Innersphere coordi-
nated magnesium ions in the !C209 P4-P6
core (cyan spheres) and 3" end region
(green sphere). Red spheres indicate miss-
ing metal ions observed in !C209 P4-P6, but
not in the complex with Fab2. (B) A mag-
nesium ion associates with P6 and J6/6a via
innersphere coordination to U258 and
G257 and outersphere coordination to
C255, C216, G215, and G257. (C) Superpo-
sition of P6 and J6/6a from the full-length
group I intron structure (red) with P6 and
J6/6a from the complex (blue) or !C209
P4-P6 structure (green).
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lution. Fab2 participates extensively in the crystal contacts, con-
tributing 61% of the total surface area buried by crystal lattice
interactions, within the range observed for the U1A protein chap-
erone-mediated lattice interactions (41, 45, 46) (HDV-U1A, 85%;
hairpin ribozyme-U1A, 59%; Azoarcus-U1A, 28%). In contrast to
the U1A chaperone, Fabs circumvent the need to engineer protein-
binding sequences into the RNA. Additionally, the 4-fold-larger size
of Fab compared with U1A may, in certain cases, have advantages
in facilitating RNA crystallization and providing better phasing
information (SI Fig. 8). Although the generality of the approach
remains to be determined, this Fab-RNA cocrystal establishes
proof-of-concept for using Fabs as RNA crystallization chaperones.

Concluding Remarks. The synthetic Fab repertoire used herein has
produced highly specific and tight-binding antibody fragments to an
elaborately structured RNA. The ability to obtain antibodies that
bind RNA targets with high affinity and specificity enables many
new clinical and experimental applications in RNA structural,
molecular, and cellular biology. Herein, we have demonstrated one
such application for RNA crystallization, but others include, for
example, the use of anti-RNA antibodies to identify unique RNA
markers that certain disease states might carry. Direct immuno-
precipitation and visualization of RNA for cellular biological
investigations also becomes possible, either by using antibodies
selected directly against the RNA of interest or by using an RNA
antigen such as P4-P6 as an epitope tag.

Methods
Fab Selection and Production. The Fab phage display library and general library
manipulationmethodshavebeendescribed inrefs.24and47.Selectionwasdone
at roomtemperaturebyusingthemagneticbeadsmethod(25). In thefirst round,
0.5 nmol of biotinylated !C209 P4-P6 (AGGUCGACUCUAGAGGAUCCCCGG was
added to the 3" end of !C209 P4-P6 and annealed to the 5" biotinylated DNA
oligonucleotide, 5"-ACCGGGGATCCTCTAGAGTC-3") was immobilized on mag-
netic beads (Promega) and incubated with $1012-13 cfu of phages for 15 min in 1
ml of buffer A [PBS (8 mM Na2HPO4, 1.5 mM KH2PO4, 137 mM NaCl, and 3 mM
KCl), 0.05% Tween 20, 2.5 mM EDTA, 12.5 mM MgCl2, and 5% glycerol, pH 7.2]
supplemented with 0.1 mg/ml BSA, 0.1 mg/ml streptavidin, and 1 unit/!l RNase
inhibitor (Promega).Thesolutionwasthenremoved,andthebeadswerewashed
twice with buffer A. In the subsequent rounds, purified phage pools were first
incubated with streptavidin beads in buffer A for 30 min, and the supernatant

was used in the subsequent selection on a KingFisher magnetic particle processor
(Thermo Electron Corporation). Phages ($1010-11 cfu) were incubated for 15 min
with50nMbiotinylated!C209P4-P6 in100!lofbufferA, supplementedwith0.1
mg/ml BSA, 1 unit/!l RNase inhibitor, and 50 !g/ml E. coli tRNA mixture. Strepta-
vidin magnetic beads were then added to the solution for 15 min to allow the
capture of the biotinylated !C209 P4-P6 together with the bound phages. The
beadswere thenblockedwith50 !Mbiotin,washedfivetimeswithbufferA,and
eluted in50 !lofelutionbuffer (PBS,5%glycerol,and1!g/mlbiotinylatedRNase
A). The biotinylated RNase A was removed from the resulting phage library by
incubation with streptavidin beads. After each round of selection, recovered
phages were amplified as described in ref. 47.

After selection, individual clones were grown in a 96-well format in 500 !l of
2YTbrothsupplementedwithampicillinandM13-KO7helperphage.Theculture
supernatants were used in phage ELISA to detect positive clones that bound to
antigen-coated plates, but not to control plates (47). Positive clones were se-
quenced. Competitive phage ELISA was used to estimate the binding affinities of
the unique clones, and Fab proteins of interest were expressed and purified as
described in ref. 28.

Filter binding analysis and Hydroxyl radical footprinting are described in SI
Methods.

Crystallization. !C209 P4-P6 (0.194 mM) was incubated at 60°C for 10 min in 10
mM Tris!HCl, pH 7.5, 25 mM MgCl2, and 50 mM NaCl and was slowly cooled to
room temperature in $1.5 h. Fab2 protein (1 equivalent) and spermine-4HCl (0.5
mM final concentration) were added to !C209 P4-P6 while maintaining the
concentration of MgCl2 and NaCl. The mixture was incubated at room temper-
ature for 30 min and cooled to 4°C over a period of $0.5 h. Crystallization was set
up by using the hanging-drop vapor diffusion method: two volumes of the
complex were combined with 1 vol of reservoir buffer (34% 2-methyl-2,4-
pentanediol, 0.1 M sodium citrate, pH 5.9, and 0.2 M NH4OAc) and equilibrated
against0.5mlofreservoirbufferat4°C.Thecrystal clustersappearedin3daysand
grew to their maximum size ($0.1–0.15 mm) in $14 days. For data collection, the
crystal clusters were broken into thin plates by using crystal manipulation tools
(Hampton Research) and were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen by using CryoLoops
(Hampton Research) directly from the mother liquid. Data collection and struc-
ture determination are described in SI Methods.
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